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Michael Joffe

CHARTERED LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

Michael has over 15 years experience in landscape
and visual impact analysis, design and assessment for
a range of projects including strategic urban
extensions, solar and wind renewables, and tall
building assessments. Latterly he has changed focus
to smaller scale developments, primarily with schools,
and enhancement to the setting of Paragraph 80
exceptional dwellings. He enjoys the multi-discipline
approach to achieving good design, recognising that
we never stop learning from each other.

SELECTED PROJECT PROFILES

Brockworth SEMH School (Social, Emotional and
Mental Health). As lead designer and project
manager, Michael undertook detailed research into
SEMH children in internal and external classrooms,
then designed an adventurous scheme featuring a
forest school, outdoor gym, BMX track, outfield cycle
track, table tennis and ‘calm down’ areas. The
Architect’s responded to LVIA advice to position the
building to avoid harm to the AONB setting. Extensive
client and project team consultation was undertaken,
with positive support given at all stages.

Lilley Brook Paragraph 80: The landscape design
principles feature a woodland design strategy
informed by meticulous research into moisture
content control for woodfuel, designing a
climate-resilient woodland species mix, using the
Forestry Commission ESC tool, whilst being
consistent with local landscape character. At every
DRP stage, support was given to the landscape
proposals.

Chadlington Paragraph 80: The site is in an old
quarry within the AONB, and so the LVIA was heavily
influenced by extensive contextual and site analysis
of the historic and existing levels, contours, geological
bed profile and cultural evolution of quarries. This was
Michael’s third Paragraph 80, but first as design lead,
and it gained positive DRP support at all three stages
of review.
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